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-Persons with advanced faith understand that the Way
of Faith is to be helpful to and used by
the Divine Parent,
while others just
want to receive
blessings for themselves.
-I have life so I can
wake up in the morning, then my day
starts. If I don’t wake
up in the morning,
that means my life is
gone and I cannot
have a day.
-Always gave a gentle heart.

The 40th Year Memorial Service for the founding minister of the Konko Mission
of Honolulu, the Reverend Masayuki Kodama, was held on August 25, 2013.
We asked the Reverend Michiyoshi Yasutake, Head Minister of the Konko
Church of Amagi, our Parent Church, to officiate at the service. Eight members
and ministers, including my parents in law, came from Japan with Reverend
Yasutake to attend the service. My wife's and son's permanent U.S. visas were
finally approved in May and they also joined the group to move to Hawaii. My
parents in law were a great help to my wife on the trip to Hawaii, assisting in
taking care of my son and carrying my wife's and son’s baggage. This was a big
blessing for us. A good family relationship creates quality of life for each one.
We are finally experiencing life in Hawaii together as a family. Now we are able
to talk, think and experience things together, which is important in achieving a
happy family. Learning to be a good father to our son, Michio, is a challenging
goal. There will be many challenges and difficulties in our future but I must try
constantly to keep a happy heart for our family.
When I think about Konko Daijin, the Konkokyo Founder, he had
many family problems, such as illness, human relations, financial
problems, children’s marriage problems, and differences in the
way of thinking among family members, even after he began devoting himself to Kami-sama. However, he and his family were
able to overcome and solve all their difficulties and problems.
I observed in reading Konko Daijin's teachings and biography that he respected family members, was patient, and believed in not only Kami-sama, but
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also his family members. He sometimes used strong words to encourage his eldest son, Kaneyoshi, who became a trouble maker after he
lost his Samurai status. Kaneyoshi took over as the family head when
Konko Daijin stopped farming in answer to Kami-sama's request to him
to save people. Then Kaneyoshi became a Samurai when he was 21
years old. This meant the village head who was the highest rank in the
village had to bow and show his respect to Kaneyoshi, although he was
just a young son of a farmer. He was considered a successful young
man. But Kaneyoshi lost the status and income of a Samurai due to the
Meiji restoration. His life went downhill then became the one of the biggest problems for his family. Kaneyoshi never changed his attitude,
made the same mistakes, and went against Kami’s wish. Konko Daijin
never gave up; never stopped believing in Kaneyoshi despite the difficulties. The Founder's power of believing in Kaneyoshi, encouraging him to
practice faith and save others, finally worked. Kaneyoshi came back to
Konko town three years after Konko Daijin's passing. He became a
Konko minister and held various important roles in the Konkokyo community. He especially focused on raising young generations.
Prayer, based on believing in the person, is very powerful in having good
relationships with people. We can change people’s lives by believing in
the person no matter how bad he or she is or how much we don’t like
the person. Each of us is a precious and beloved child of Kami, our Divine Parent. We must believe Kami is within the person. Kami may not
be able to emerge in the person because he or she doesn't realized
Kami is within yet. Our interaction and patience, based on believing in
the person will result in a happy family. I was once told by my father,
“We are unhappy because you are here.” And that was true because my
behavior during my youth was not acceptable sometimes by my family.
But I know my father continued to believe in me, despite the fact that
many people stopped believing in me as a beloved child of Kami. Gratefully, my wife, son and I were able to come to Hawaii. Believing is one of
the biggest spiritual investment for our future. We can encourage people
instead of disliking or intimidating them. I want to continue to believe in
my family and all people around me.
TEACHING FROM KONKOKYO “KYOTEN”

For those who come wanting to listen to teachings, Kami‑ Sama has me
speak to each of them. Kami‑ Sama told me, "For their training, give
them teachings for their first and second time. Those who really want to
receive teachings will come for the third time." Kami‑ Sama lets me give
teachings endlessly to people who come with a yearning to receive
teachings.
"But those who are given teachings twice, then don't come anymore,
don't like training," said Kami‑ Sama, who does not have me speak to
them at all.
[Konkokyo Kyoten Gorikai II: Nanba, Ko #3, Page 139, Konkokyo Honbu 1987]

Konko Daijin
never gave up;
never stopped
believing in
Kaneyoshi
despite the
difficulties.
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REV. MASAYUKI KODAMA 40TH MEMORIAL
SERVICE 8/25/13
BACK TO SCHOOL SERVI CE ON 7/13/13
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Faith to seek the truth of the Divine Parent. He was able to change his life
and make the Divine Parent happy through saving many people in Hawaii.
Continuing the practice of faith saved him as well as people in Hawaii.

Columbarium
Please visit when you
come to the church.

AUTUMN MEMORIAL SERVICE 9/15/13
Head officiant read all names of ancestors requested for the Mitama ancestral prayer. All members of the congregation expressed their appreciation, respect and prayers by offering tamagishi

TEACHING OF BY REV. MASAYUKI KODAMA
FOUNDING MINISTER OF KONKO MISSION OF HONOLULU

To show gratitude for being blessed, for receiving blessings, and for being
saved is due and proper.
However this due and proper gratitude is being forgotten in relations between God and man, parents and children, husband and wife, brothers and
sisters, and between men.
We do not seem to realize that because of the lack of this gratitude we are
gradually losing our blessings or happiness.
We also do not seem to realize that there is no true equality in life, between
one who has bestowed or done things and one who has received or had
things done for him.
(Note: This true equality in life means that we are all equal, but in actuality
it is not so. We are equal in the eyes of the law or in theory only, but actually
we owe or are obligated to every one, just as someone owes us for things
too, as we owe our parents filial duty, or teachers for teaching and guidance, friends for one favor after another, just as we do them favors and
they owe us gratitude --- so we are never all equal.)
June 22, 1961

We do not
seem to realize
that because
of the lack of
this gratitude
we are
gradually
losing our
blessings or
happiness.

Konko Missions in Hawaii website

Konkokyo Declaration

http://konkomissionshawaii.org/

As humans, who are all allowed to live by the Great Universe,
We accept and respect all lives as being precious,

KONKO MISSION OF
HONOLULU

And pledge to manifest an ideal world where
Kami and people,
People and people, and people and all things
Live together through an Interdependent (Aiyo kakeyo) relationship.

1728 Liliha Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96817

The Movement for the Mutual Fulfillment of Kami and Me

Phone: 808-533-7173
E-mail: Konko-Honolulu@hawaii.rr.com

I will seek and receive Mediation
I will realize the blessings of Kami
I will live a joyful life of appreciation
I will be one with Kami
I will pray for, help, and guide others
To actualize the Way of Kami and people
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SUNDAY SCHOOL
Date:

Sunday, September 29, 2013 after Sunday Service (approximately 10 am)

Activity: Paint a Peace Cup
We will paint peace cups that will be displayed during the Hawaii Conference of Religious for
Peace (HCRP) Peace Prayer at the Gedatsu Church. We will have 5 cups this year.

AUTUMN GRAND SERVICE FOR THE 130TH COMMEMORATIVE
YEAR OF THE FOUNDER’S PASSING
Date:

Sunday, October 13, 2013

Time: 11:00 a.m.
Refreshments will follow.
Church Cleanup for the Service is on Oct. 6 (Sun) from 8:00 a.m.
Mochi making for the Service is on Oct. 12 (Sat) from 10:00a.m.
Let us commemorate and show our appreciation to Konko Daijin by participating in
the preparation for the service and by attending the service. We can gain more virtue and trust
from our Divine Parent for our future.

PLOTS
Konko Mission of Honolulu has 10 Plots in Hawaiian Memorial Park. If you are interesting in
purchasing plots, please contact Rev. Koichi Konko.

